Subaru x90

The Suzuki X is a front engine, rear or four wheel drive, two door, two seater SUV manufactured
and marketed by Suzuki for the model years of to The X used a 1. The suspension used
MacPherson struts and coil springs in front and coil springs with wishbone and trailing links in
the rear. The X debuted as a concept car at the Tokyo Motor Show. Suzuki presented the
production vehicle in , and began marketing the X by the end of that year in Japan, with
international markets the following year. During , vehicles were imported into Australia. The X
was also imported into Europe. No further imports occurred, and the last of the vehicles sold in
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found this car, you probably know what you are looking for. I bought this X last fall from the
original owner, Babette, who got it in college and kept it 16 years. I bought it for a commuter car
in the winter to go from Ohio to Michigan a couple of times a month. My work has now changed
and I no longer need the X This car is truly a great vehicle. The 4WD works perfect. I couldn't get
stuck this winter and we had some good snow to try. The 1. I put new tires on it about 6K ago
and they are in great shape. It looks good, runs good, handles good. It has T-Tops which still
have the leather cases in the trunk for when you want to use them. The stereo is factory with a
cassette and 6 disc changer behind the driver seat. If you are looking for one of these cars, this
is the one you want. It is worth it. You will not be disappointed in the looks or performance.
Please feel free to call Chad at if you have any questions. I am selling my beloved Suzuki X Her
name is Kimmy. I am only selling because I am losing my garage space. Regardless of what you
have read about the X, know this It is one of the best cars ever made. Just like all geniuses, they
are rarely appreciated when alive. The X was only produced for 3 years and only about 7, were
brought to the USA. It was a financial failure because the public wasn't ready for it in the 90s.
But this car is decades ahead of it's time. It is small, sporty, and you can drive it anywhere.
Great gas mileage. Extremely fun to zip around in. Because it's so small and light, it has some
kick. Extremely reliable Japanese engine and transmission. Plus, it looks fantastic and
absolutely unique. Even though the car is extremely rare, parts are extremely easy to find. You
won't need to repair anything any time soon, but you won't have problems when the time
comes. She spent most of her life in Arizona. I am in North Carolina. This car has never seen
snow or salt and has absolutely no rust. One of the reasons that there are few of these cars
around is because they were prone to rust around the t-tops, hood and trunk hinges, etc But
none of that is the case here. The car has been garaged it's whole life and it shows. I put the bra
on the front to protect it and also because it looks better this way. The front is in fine condition.
I didn't want to take the bra off to take photos because it's hard to get back on in cold weather
like this. But it isn't hiding anything. Also, all of the rubber and insulation is still in really good
condition. The rubber around the t-tops keeps water out. Door seals and trunk seals are also
really solid. I have seen alot of these cars come and go over the years and haven't seen one as
nice. The glass is all in very good shape. I refurbished the power window motors. Both go up
and down fine. T-top glass is also in good condition. Often times, they were mishandled,
dropped on gravel, etc The seats are in good shape with no tears or cracks. I can see some

spots on the passenger seat that show wear and a bit on the driver, but much better than most
others. I painted the interior door panels and dash parts red to match the exterior paint. This
custom interior really makes Kimmy stand out from all the other Xs out there. It sounds great!
All of the controls work properly. Fan blows on all speeds. It wasn't included from the factory
Only 86, original miles. I wouldn't hesitate to drive it across the country. I starts up every time,
idles smoothly, shifts fine through all gears, and both high and low gear 4WD works great. I
have taken it off-roading but it has never been abused. It has never been modified or lifted and
is at the original ride height with original size tires. I put new tires on, and chose to keep the
original size because it handles really nicely as-is. In the 2 years I've had Kimmy, I've done lots
of work. Most of it I have done myself, but I have receipts that will be included with the sale.
Here's a list: - New timing belt - New water pump - New cap, rotor, plugs, and wires and full tune
up - New battery - New air filter - New Michelin tires - Changed ALL fluids including regular oil
changes PLUS changed front and rear differential, transmission, and transfer case. The car
comes with a full inspection by a AAA mechanic showing that it is in perfect mechanical
condition. Please see the included photo and buy with confidence. If you want to come by to
inspect the car in person, please feel free to contact me and we can work that out. The title is
perfectly clear, in my name, with no leans. Also included is original operations manual, warranty
info, Suzuki glove box wallet, and the Haynes instruction manual. At one point someone put the
hood prop rod in the wrong space causing a dimple in the hood. Looks like something grazed
the drivers side rear panel at some point. There's a scratch there that could be touched up but it
never bothered me much. There is some scratches under the drivers side door. Looks like
someone may have rubbed a curb or a rock possibly. The drivers side t-top latch opens and
closes fine, but sticks sometime. So i attached a button that helps move the rod that goes into
the frame. Listing Details: I have done my best to describe this car in detail. Please see the
included photos. If you have questions or need additional photos, just let me know. Although
this is one of the nicest Xs in the country, it has signs of wear and tear, normal to expect from a
car from All sales are final. You are welcome to come inspect the car before bidding. Just
contact me first. I accept PayPal or cashiers check in person. I am located near Charlotte, NC. I
will cooperate with a shipping company if you choose to have the car delivered. You would be
responsible to coordinate the details, choose your shipping company, and cover the cost. But I
am willing to meet the carrier and be present to load onto the truck. Thanks for reading this far.
If you have any questions, please let me know. Here is a Suzuki X for sale. It holds a clean CA
title and has passed CA emissions. It has had 2 previous owners and has a very low 22, original
miles. Been a CA car since new. It runs and drives great. No leaks, smooth transmission and a
solid clutch. This one is 2wd. The car is very clean with only a couple dings in the body. It has
been completely repainted due to the clear coat flaking off. There is zero rust. The interior is in
excellent condition. It has a working stereo, power windows, and t-tops. The original t-top
covers are included. The tires have lots of tread but they are old. Its a fun car to drive, would
make a great tow behind for an RV. These are hard to find and it does get some attention when
driving around. Ive included a lot pictures below. Please do not hesitate to ask questions. We
answer them promptly. Being sold as-is where is. Gary's auto sales. DLR Paint is shabby as the
clear coat is coming off. Almost the whole hood has no clear coat left. Has a dent in the drivers
door. The window motors are going bad so you have to help them up to close them. Stitching is
coming out on both seats. Smokes on start up but then goes away. Engine uses 10w30 Mobil
One full synthetic oil. Lots of fun in the snow! I have a "Parts" x90 that will be offered to the
winning bidder with , miles on it. If the winning bidder does not want it I will be listing it here on
ebay. Feel free to stop by and see the car in person or ask any questions! Reliable, fuel efficient
and yet powerful Suzuki 4 cylinder, 1. Does over 25 miles per gallon on average. Great for
sand,back roads and beaches. Can be used in all weather and for all purposes. Only were
imported into the US over a 3 year period in the mid 90's and was quite popular due to its
reliability and stability compared to its cousins, the Side Kick and the Samurai. This is one Cool
vehicle. It has tractor beam capability. Very clean and well kept vehicle as you can see in
pictures with normal use and age wear. Only 2 owners which explains its good condition. All
factory stock except the after market detachable face Stereo. Has unused factory spare. Looks,
runs and drives like it should. No regrets on this rare beauty. Priced well to sell fast. Please
email me with questions. Buyer to arrange for shipping, I will assist in any way I can. Should
you plan to fly into Seattle and drive it back home, I will be happy to pick you from the airport.
Balance within 3 days in form of check, money order, bank check, wire transfer or Bank direct
deposit. Cash in person only within 7 days when picking vehicle up unless prior arrangements
made. Out of State buyers are tax exempt. Please feel free to email with questions, concerns or
requests. We are easy to work with and will try out best to accommodate. Thank you for
considering our vehicle.! Very Cold AC. Same Owner for the last 10 year. More to offer then a

smart car. Please call be for you hit the buy it now Car is located in Kew Gardens NY Any
questions feel free to call This vehicle runs well, the condition is good considering the age and
mileage. There is no major damage. Tires are very good. This is great for around town as it has
a very tight turning radius which makes it really easy to park and negotiating the parking lots is
a breeze. Recently add all fluids and oil changes, New Pioneer stereo with Bluetooth replaced
the original manufactured included. Four new Tires only 10k miles. Small dent on rear bumper
driver side had been painted, The windshield has one small bull eyes chip , The hood and trunk
has some bull eyes hail damaged that need to be close up to look. The paint in good shape with
some light scratches and dent, The removable T-Tops very good and no leaks, Interior very
clean and ABS light on has been checked but No code found. AC and Heat works great, if you
have any question please contact my cell : Buyer responsibility for pick up and delivery.
Intended to replace the Samurai as a small, sporty off-roader, the X debuted in following a
well-received concept vehicle. Unlike most sport-utility vehicles, the X featured a trunk and
two-passenger seating rather than an open cargo area. Removable T-top panels over the front
seats provided open-air motoring as well. The X met limited appeal in the marketplace, and just
over 7, were built during its three-year production run that ended in Leftover models were sold
throughout Powertrain The Suzuki X is powered by a 1. This single overhead-cam, valve engine
produces 95 horsepower at 5, rpm and 98 foot-pounds of torque at 4, rpm. A five-speed manual
transmission was standard on all Xs, with an optional four-speed automatic available in
four-wheel-drive models. The X is available with rear- or four-wheel drive. Fuel capacity is Fuel
economy is rated at 25 mpg in the city and 28 on the highway. Suspension The X's suspension
is fully independent and similar to that of the Suzuki Sidekick, though spring rates are different
to give the X a more pavement-friendly ride. MacPherson struts are used in the front, with
wishbone-type arms and trailing links at the rear. The track is also widened compared to the
Sidekick. A recirculating-ball steering gear is used. Anti-lock brakes are standard equipment.
Dimensions The X is a compact vehicle, with an overall length of The car rides on an The trunk
holds up to 8. Collectible Suzuki X90 2 door sport utility. Excellent condition. Just over 2k were
imported for 3 years. Newly painted and reconditioned. Flame red with removable black T-Top,
manual 5 speed. Power windows, brakes and steering. Please call Serious buyers only. Thanks
for looking! Awesome little 4x4 two seater. Loves snow. Rare find! This Suzuki X90 was only
produced for 3 years!! Brand new flat black paint job and brand new all-terrain tires! This little
black beauty has t-tops and plenty of pep!!! The majority of miles were from being towed behind
a motorhome and has the towbar attachment mount underneath with light plugin attachment.
The cabin is roomy enough for a full six-footer, and the higher stance makes it easy to enter and
exit without the squeeze factor of conventional two-seaters. All models are outfitted with the
same colorful Gen-X-oriented fabric design, and their overall styling and ergonomics are
user-friendly. Related to the Suzuki Sidekick, the X featured a T-section removable roof. The X
used a 1. The suspension used MacPherson struts and coil springs in front and coil springs
withwishbone and trailing links in the rear. The X was initially a concept car shown at the Tokyo
Motor Show. It received wide praise from the public. The production vehicle was shown in and
started to sell by the end of that year in Japan, with international markets the following year.
Despite the praise and mostly positive reviews, the X sold 1, Xs examples in Japan, and a total
of 7, Xs were imported into the US. More than half in the US were sold in , with sales dropping to
2, the next year and just in During , vehicles were imported into Australia. It was also imported
into Europe. No further imports occurred and the last of the vehicles sold in Model XL7. Also
replaced front brakes on February 8, New battery installed on March 18, Vehicle has never given
me any problems what so ever! I bought the truck from a friend who was retiring and didn't
need two vehicles anymore. Purchased it in mid-September of , 89, miles when I purchased it,
now reaching 90, miles. All Sales Final after signing of title. Buyer responsible for DMV fees,
taxes and registration. Buyer must pick-up vehicle from seller within the Bushwick ,
Williamsburg or Ridgewood zip codes of New York City's Metropolitan area. Please e-mail me if
you have any questions. All "Best Offers" request will be denied. Automatic , 4x4 , cold Air.
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Specifications. Comparing Subaru Impreza with Suzuki X might help buyers decide which
vehicle is worth buying. When comparing the cars, you'll admit 8 things that put Subaru Impreza
to first place in comparison with Suzuki X Also, Suzuki X provides 2 important advantages that
make it good buy instead of Subaru Impreza. By examining the most important features, we
revealed the main differences between Subaru Impreza and Suzuki X It will help you choose the

more efficient choice - compare two cars before buying. The freshest technologies of Subaru
are included in Impreza. Motorists admit that Suzuki also did everything to turn X into a great
success. Which of the contestants in our comparison would you choose? Piston stroke 90 mm.
Engine position Front, Longitudinal. Cylinders location Boxer. Cylinders location Inline. Fuel
supply Direct injection. Fuel supply Multi-point indirect. Length mm. Width mm. Height mm.
Related Searchs Important to know. Sizes and dimensions. In this section. Dimensions Air Filter
for Suzuki X Dimensions Battery for Subaru Impreza. Battery for Suzuki X Fuel Filter for Subaru
Impreza. Dimensions Fuel Filter for Suzuki X Dimensions Oil Filter for Subaru Impreza.
Dimensions Oil Filter for Suzuki X Dimensions Radiator for Subaru Impreza. Dimensions
Radiator for Suzuki. Dimensions Timing Belt for Subaru Impreza. Dimensions Timing Belt for
Suzuki X Brake Discs For Suzuki X Brake Pads For Subaru Impreza. Brake Pads For Suzuki X
Headlight Bulbs For Subaru Impreza. Headlight Bulbs For Suzuki X Front, Longitudinal Engine
position. Boxer Cylinders location. Inline Cylinders location. Direct injection Fuel supply.
Multi-point indirect Fuel supply. Subaru Impreza vs Toyota Celica. Mazda vs Subaru Impreza.
Hummer H3 vs Subaru Impreza. Comparison Specifications. Making a choice between Suzuki X
or Subaru Legacy could seem difficult, so it's time to compare the cars. We revealed 7 ideas to
choose Subaru Legacy - it's above Suzuki X, according to these points. Suzuki X still offers 4
reasons to choose it rather than Subaru Legacy. The comparison of Subaru Legacy and Suzuki
X takes into account every single spec and summarizes data. So we suggest that you compare
two cars and make up your mind which vehicle you'd like to possess. Legacy was built by
Subaru to outperform competitors in the class. But X is uneasy to call a less worthy vehicle, as
Suzuki gave out a lot of money in the pr
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oduction. After getting all the data, you'll easily decide which model to buy. Piston stroke 86
mm. Piston stroke 90 mm. Cylinders location Boxer. Cylinders location Inline. Fuel supply
Multi-point indirect. Length mm. Width mm. Height mm. Related Searchs Important to know.
Sizes and dimensions. In this section. Dimensions Air Filter for Suzuki X Dimensions Battery for
Subaru Legacy. Battery for Suzuki X Fuel Filter for Subaru Legacy. Dimensions Fuel Filter for
Suzuki X Dimensions Oil Filter for Subaru Legacy. Dimensions Oil Filter for Suzuki X
Dimensions Radiator for Subaru Legacy. Dimensions Radiator for Suzuki. Dimensions Timing
Belt for Subaru Legacy. Dimensions Timing Belt for Suzuki X Brake Discs For Suzuki X Brake
Pads For Subaru Legacy. Brake Pads For Suzuki X Headlight Bulbs For Subaru Legacy.
Headlight Bulbs For Suzuki X Boxer Cylinders location. Inline Cylinders location. Multi-point
indirect Fuel supply. Ferrari vs Suzuki X Subaru Legacy vs Volvo V Audi A6 vs Subaru Legacy.

